Methods of calculating the expected rms orbit distortion and the expected peak orbit distortion for a large FODO synchrotron are described. An expression for the expected rms correction element dipole strength necessary to correct the closed orbit of a large FODO synchrotron is derived. The uncorrected closed orbit of the FNAL Tevatron accelerator is determined from beam position data and operational settings of the correction element dipole magnets. The uncorrected orbit and correction element dipole strengths are compared to the results of the Tevatron design study. Use of these expressions for SSC lattices is discussed.
gitudinal coordinate so will create a distortion of the closed orbit elsewhere in the machine given by The two major sources of dipole field errors in the large AGS are, of course, the errors in the fields of the main dipole bending magnets and the accuracy of the placement of the main quadrupole magnets 
From a Monte Carlo simulation of orbit distortions in a large FODO synchrotron, the typical value of the maximum orbit distortion is found to be about 2.2 times the expected rms orbit distortion. The probability of having a maximum distortion greater than or equal to twice the rms distortion is about 60 percent.
Dipole Steering
Assume a set of uncorrelated, randomly generated dipole field errors, obeying a Gaussian distribution, is placed about the accelerator. Periodically throughout the machine lattice (at each focusing quadrupole location, say), a dipole correction magnet is found. An expression for the expected strength of a typical dipole correction magnet necessary to correct the machine's closed orbit can be developed.
The typical steering dipole is located in the middle of a standard cell as shown in Figure 1 . The dipole of interest will be the steering dipole at location 1. The orbit is assumed to be centered up to location 0. The beam will deviate from the ideal 
Here, N is the number ofdipole errors within a standard cell and <3> = (ZSi)/N.
To ensure that the orbit can be centered at all locations (e.g., 90 percent probability of successful correction at 100 locations), then the correction elements should be able to deliver a maximum deflection of more than three times this rms value.
To emphasize the dependences upon quadrupole alignment errors and dipole magnet field errors, Equations Results from the horizontal correction dipoles yield similar results, though one must take into (7) account an offset in the beam momentum. When the (7)
Tevatron horizontal orbit was corrected during commissioning, the horizontal correction dipoles corrected a This resulted in a 32 irad average offset in the steering strengths of the correction dipoles after smoothing. This posed no apparent problem during the following 800 GeV HEP run, yet must be corrected before 1 TeV operation.
Extension to SSC Lattices
The expressions developed earlier do not take into account orbit distortions generated by field errors in a low-beta insertion. However, they should still prove useful if the low-beta regions are designed with their own special orbit correction systems. The field strengths needed for the correction dipoles in the arcs of the accelerator may then be computed using Eq.'s (6) and (7). 
Concluding Remarks
The general expressions for the rms closed orbit distrotion [Eq. (6)] and the rms dipole correction element steering strength [Eq. (7)] accurately describe the properties of the operational Tevatron. Extending these expressions to the SSC should provide an initial feel for the types of orbit distortions to expect and the necessary field strengths of the correction dipoles through the major bending arcs of the accelerator.
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